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Digital media are ideal for
capture and short-term storage,
but for deep archiving of essential
data, film has no equal.

W

hen it comes to appreciating the bounty brought by digital
media, you’ll find Steve Hagel near the front of the line. In his
view, digital media have created a revolution in how people
capture and use images and information.

“Remember dropping off film at the drugstore, and coming back a week
later to pick up your prints?” says Hagel, President and CEO of acmeworks
digital film. “Remember using carbon paper to make an extra copy of a
document you were typing? Everyone who remembers these things realizes
how digital technology has made our lives and work much more convenient
and more productive.”
Still, there is one area where Hagel fundamentally parts company with
the digital revolution. He believes that digital media have taken on one
function for which they are inherently unsuited: the archiving of images and
data. Chemically, mechanically and commercially, digital technology is not
capable of safeguarding important assets over years, over decades and over
centuries. For that, he maintains, you still need film. (continued on page 2)
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(continued from page 1)

Capture, storage, archiving
Suppose that, 25 years ago, you wrote a family
history, an academic thesis or some other important
and lengthy document. At the time, you were grateful
for the productivity made possible by your newly
purchased IBM-PC. This pioneering digital tool allowed
you to write the document in a fraction of the time
you’d have needed with a typewriter. Just as important,
you could create a perpetual archive for your document
on disc: a 5 1⁄4-inch floppy disc, that is.
Twenty-five years later, you have no way to read that
floppy disc. If you still have access to that data, it’s only
because you migrated it every few years to the latest
and greatest storage medium: from 5 1⁄4-inch floppy
to 3 1⁄2-inch floppy to Zip drive to CD. As each of these
technologies came to market, the hardware that
enabled you to read the previous generation of storage
was abandoned.
“This is the irony of so-called digital archiving,”
says Hagel. “Over time, either the storage media fail,
mechanically and chemically, or the technology becomes
obsolete. The irony is that if you had simply printed your
information on paper, you’d probably still have it.”

Film’s archival attributes
Yesterday’s floppy discs are functionally useless
today. CDs older than five years have already begun to
degrade. Previous generations of hard drives are fit for
service as doorstops and paperweights. And then,
there’s motion picture film.
Ken Repich, President of Rochester, N.Y.-based Reign
Imaging & Consulting, formerly a long-time Development
and Commercialization Manager with Kodak, notes that film
is the only modern medium that is human-eye-readable. As
long as there’s a source of light, the information can be
recovered. For this reason, issues of technological
obsolescence don’t apply.
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“This is the irony of so-called
digital archiving,” says Hagel.
“Over time, either the storage media
fail, mechanically and chemically,
or the technology becomes obsolete.”

Chemically and mechanically, motion picture film has a lifespan that can
be counted not in years, but in centuries.
“You can visit a film vault and look at specimens from the early nitrate
days, and the image still has integrity,” says Repich. “Film has a known life of
more than 100 years, and a likely life of hundreds of years more. That’s why,
unlike digital media, film is suitable for archiving.”
Here’s another difference Repich sees as significant. Film degrades very
slowly, and at predictable rates. Over time, it can be visually monitored to
determine its state. Optical and magnetic media, either analog or digital
data, can’t be visually assessed for data integrity. You need the proper
hardware and software, which become less and less available over time as
new technologies are introduced.

Three tiers for convenience, flexibility and security
If long-term archiving is important, does that mean we’ll go back to
carbon paper and trips to the drugstore? Hardly. But if we’re serious about
digital assets being perpetually viable, Hagel believes it’s time to rethink the
whole notion of digital archiving.
He advocates a three-tier approach to the management of data and
images over a potential lifespan of hundreds of years. First, use digital
media to create, capture, manipulate and distribute words and pictures.
Second, use high-quality CDs and hard drives to house working copies or
for medium-term storage. Finally, for data whose loss would be disastrous,
choose motion picture film for long-term archiving.

“Film has a known
life of more than
100 years, and
a likely life of
hundreds of years
more. That’s why,
unlike digital media,
film is suitable
for archiving.”

“Optical and magnetic media make sense for working copy applications,
but are not a sound choice for deep archive applications,” says Hagel. “Film
for the deep archive is the most cost-effective, future-proof medium we have.
Think of it as a very cost-effective insurance copy that you only access if the
working copy fails. If this happens, the deep archive copy will generate a
pristine new working copy, then it goes back into the vault.”
With digital media for capture and storage, and motion picture film
for deep archiving, we can all have the best of both worlds: complete
convenience, vast flexibility and the security of knowing what’s most
important will always be preserved.
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Hollywood
and the case for film
Today’s entertainment industry
relies on both film and digital, but
places its long-term trust in the
medium that’s proven over decades.
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hen a movie classic appears on TV, or
comes available on DVD, you can thank
the celluloid guardians at PRO-TEK Media
Preservation Vaults in Burbank, California.
Part of the Kodak family of services, it’s their mission
to ensure that the film treasures of the past century
are viable for centuries to come.

“PRO-TEK is primarily a preservation facility for
motion picture film,” explains Vice President and General
Manager Rick Utley. “The backbone of the operation is a
12,000 sq. ft. vault that’s maintained within 5 degrees of
45 degrees Fahrenheit and within 5% of 25% relative
humidity.” PRO-TEK houses almost 500,000 cans of
critical film elements stored for studios and TV networks.

Film enables 21st century production

You might expect that motion picture preservation
would be a declining industry. After all, isn’t the whole
industry converting to digital? To Utley, it’s important
to understand that it’s not a matter of digital or film.
Hollywood today uses and needs both.

“Digital is wonderful,” he says. “You can capture,
review and edit, without having to process and cut the
film. Even so, most major theatrical movies are still
captured on film.”
The visual effects seen on the big screen in recent
years are made possible by new production techniques
that use digital tools to enhance filmed images. Studios
take the film negative and scan it into data, so the digital
images can be manipulated. This allows for changes in
lighting, overall look, color timing and effects shots. Once
finished, the data is recorded back out onto film. This
so-called digital intermediate (DI) is then transferred
onto film for theatrical distribution.
“The DI is the cornerstone for recording all of the
data manipulation the creative group built into the film,”
says Utley, “as the original camera negative doesn’t
have all this information.”

“The current 4K digital
file for a major film
often is 10 terabytes
or more. Now multiply
that by 10 to 20 movies per
studio per year, and you see
it’s a significant issue.”

Beta, VHS, DVD, Blu-ray and then what?
You’re not imagining it. On a regular basis – every five
to seven years, by Utley’s reckoning – a new format for
viewing filmed entertainment comes on the market. These
changes, as well as new versions of digital hardware and
software, make it necessary to migrate digital movie data
onto new formats.
Utley explains that because of the immense size of
the digital files involved, this migration process is costly
and time-consuming.
“The current 4K digital file for a major film often is
10 terabytes or more,” he says. “Now multiply that by
10 to 20 movies per studio per year, and you see it’s a
significant issue.”
The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Science
recently published a white paper called The Digital
Dilemma. It explores the adoption of digital tools, and
what this means for preservation.
Meanwhile, under PRO-TEK’s controlled environment
and watchful eye, Hollywood’s motion picture classics
look as sharp and vibrant as the day they were filmed.
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from the front lines

These professionals share their inside
knowledge and offer their informed advice.

Modern animation and the challenge of permanence
The move to digital media raised questions that have yet to be answered.
Warner Bros. visionary caution

“No one put their mind
to how well digital

archiving would
actually work.”

F

ifteen years ago, Ken Duer was on the leading edge
of a historic technological shift in the animation
industry. As a senior executive with Warner Bros.
Animation, he led the transition from pen and
paper to digital production and distribution.
In the rush to embrace cost-effective digital
methods, however, the studios might have forgotten
about something: the future.
“The technology was so focused on digital production
and distribution, no one put their mind to how well digital
archiving would actually work,” says Duer, now an
independent California-based producer and consultant.
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As studios pushed headlong into digital media – not
just for production, but for long-term archiving – a lone
skeptic took exception.
“Warner Bros. was adamant,” Duer recalls. “They
didn’t believe that a plastic tape or a disc would be
around in 100 years. They required that all productions
be archived on film.”
To meet this requirement, Duer and Warner Bros.
Animation formed a relationship with acmeworks
digital film, a specialized post-production studio that
preserves digital assets on archival quality motion
picture film. As a result, animated programming owned
by Warner Bros. will be available to the great-greatgreat-grandchildren of those who created it. Studios
that archived digitally might not have the same legacy.
“Technology can change and plastic media can
degrade,” says Duer. “With digital, you simply don’t
know what your asset will look like a few generations
from now. I believe this is a major issue that studios will
have to figure out.”

Evaluating the hybrid solution
This veteran of the imaging debate sees a carefully defined role for both film and digital solutions.

W

hich is better: digital
media or motion picture
film? To Steve Mizelle,
President of Rochester,
N.Y.-based KMP Media, there’s no
simple answer.

“A silver disc is a roll of the dice,”
he says. “It’s impossible to say how
long it will work and how long the
data will go uncompromised.”

In his view, the best solution
uses Kodak Gold Preservation CDs/
DVDs and motion picture film.
By combining them, you’ll have a
working copy for day-to-day use,
which is also an easily accessible
digital archival record (Kodak Gold
Preservation CDs/DVDs) and a deep
archival record (film) just in case.

Tier 1: archive on gold. Mizelle
recommends keeping essential data
on Kodak Gold Preservation CDs and
DVDs, stored on site and offsite. He
notes that Kodak Gold Preservation
digital media use testing methodology
approved by the National Institute
of Science and Technology. Testing
shows these discs will last at least
a century: 100 years for a DVD and
300 years for a CD.

An inexpensive silver CD affords
great flexibility in using data and
images, but Mizelle cautions that
it’s not a safe storage methodology.

Tier 2: archive on film. Data
and images whose loss would
be catastrophic should be
deep-archived on motion picture

film, stored off site under strict
environmental conditions.
Says Mizelle: “There is no 100%
certainty of long-term storage in
the world. But film is as close as we
get in the analog world. Kodak Gold
Preservation CDs/DVDs provide
flexibility of usage and storage in
the digital world.”

“A silver disc is a
roll of the dice.
It’s impossible
to say how long
it will work.”

Film comes full circle
This photographer sees potential in archiving digitally captured images on film.

T

he chances of photographers giving up digital
and going back to film? Slim and none, according
to Calgary, Alberta commercial photographer
Gary Campbell. Except for special requests and
fine-art applications, that debate is over.

Should film play a role?

Campbell, who shoots for blue-chip corporate
clients and agencies across North America and
internationally, has shot digital almost exclusively for
the past four years. But while digital tools have made
image capture easier, they have arguably made storage
more problematic.

At the same time, Campbell’s aware that his digital
images only span four to six years. As he learns more
about the long-run properties of digital media, he’s
open to finding out more about archiving digital images
on motion picture film.

“When we deliver to clients, we advise very strongly
that they must make their own storage and archiving
arrangements,” says Campbell. “For ourselves, we back
up files on high-quality DVDs and hard drives.”

So far, Campbell believes this back-up strategy has
worked reasonably well. Apart from one unrecoverable
hard drive, resulting in some lost images, he’s generally
been able to retrieve what he needs.

“We shoot a lot of stock, and the stock houses receive
images digitally,” says Campbell. “That kind of market –
images with a proven, long-term value – could be perfect
for film archiving. That would be a bit ironic, coming full
circle back to film, but I could see the value.”

“Images with a proven, long-term value…

could be perfect for film archiving.”
DIGINEG.com JAN 08
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These digital media users offer different viewpoints on ensuring
the permanence of what they care about most.

A librarian’s perspective
This professional wants centuries-long preservation
with easy accessibility, at a reasonable cost.

I

t’s hard to overstate the influence that digital media
have had on the world’s public and private libraries over
the past 10 or 15 years. By scanning key documents and
artifacts into digital form, libraries have brought about
a revolution in the accessibility of knowledge.
For Stephen Chapman, a troubling question mark
about this digital revolution first arose in October 2006.
Then Preservation Librarian for Digital Initiatives in the
Harvard University Library, he attended a conference
hosted by the Association of Moving Image Archivists
in Anchorage, Alaska. A paper presented by Steve Hagel,
President of acmeworks digital film, challenged some
of the library community’s digital assumptions.
“The paper was very pragmatic in considering this
huge question of the archiving of electronic data,” says
Chapman. “It was a sober critique of the yet unproven
nature of electronic archiving.”

Fair enough, but what now?
Over the following months, Hagel demonstrated an
end-to-end technique Chapman says he’d never seen
before: taking electronic data, exposing it on motion
picture film for archiving, then recovering digital images
from the archival film. The recovery process used
conventional production film scanning systems that
use the standardized keycoding system.
While acmeworks has delivered digital-to-film
preservation solutions for animation studios, among
8
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others, that’s a long way from the world of a university
library system.
Still, in Hagel’s view, this technique could form the
basis for a long-term solution for the archiving of digital
library assets. Before Chapman is convinced, however, he’ll
be looking for wide-ranging answers to several questions.
Accessibility. “All this is intriguing,” says Chapman, “but
future capabilities to recover electronic files from archival
film are essential. Research libraries are not museums. We
must be able to process archival copies to give users
information resources in the formats they demand.”
Hagel has since provided Chapman with technical
information on the recording and recovery of film-based
archival materials.
Viability. Chapman feels deeply the responsibility to
safeguard library treasures, not just for years or decades
but for centuries to come. “We are concerned about 50
years, 100 years or more,” he says. He’ll be looking for hard
science on the viability of alternative archiving methods.
Cost. Universities, like other large institutions, have
a fiduciary responsibility they must execute. Even if
a process or product shows promise, it must make
sense in economic terms as well. As Chapman says,
“affordability matters.”
For now, Stephen Chapman is concerned about the
viability of electronic archiving and open-minded to
considering alternatives. He’ll be watching with interest
as the capabilities of film-based archiving evolve.

A photographer’s view
of digital vs. film
He shoots both, but likes digital for
convenience and film for permanence.

O

n one level, it’s hard to see why Dwight Primiano would shoot
digital rather than film.

“Digital needs a different set of equipment, and a different set
of working methodologies than film,” says the New York-based
freelance photographer, who specializes in art documentation and fine art
photography. “The digital equipment is three times as delicate as film,
it weighs twice as much and it’s extremely finicky.”

“Film…has
a tangible,
acceptable
way to store
it. We all know
how to store film
because we’ve
been doing it
for years.”

Despite all that, Primiano shoots digital almost exclusively to capture
art and architectural images for his museum, gallery and library clients.
Why? Because when he’s shooting dozens or hundreds or thousands of
images, every second counts and that’s where digital comes out ahead.
“I can often shoot 10 times as many digital images in a day than I can
with film,” he says, “and there’s no film cost.”

Film often better cared for
Primiano’s clients use digital images of artworks in catalogs, publications,
posters and online resources. How do you store and manage those
images? Most, even those in the publishing field, aren’t too sure. When
Primiano sends his clients high-resolution digital files, often 150 MB to
200 MB each in size, he’s learned to expect a phone call soon after.
“People call and say, ‘what do I do with this?’,” he says. “They don’t
know where to store it, and the file is so big, they can’t open it on their
computer. Film, on the other hand, has a tangible, acceptable way to store
it. We all know how to store film because we’ve been doing it for years.”
One client asked Primiano to capture images on digital, but convert the
digital files onto film for archival purposes. Needing a way to provide this
service, he approached acmeworks digital film. As more organizations
come to understand the chemical and mechanical risks of digital image
archiving, the demand for digital-to-film transfer is expected to grow.

For convenience, digital wins
When he’s not shooting for his art documentation clients, Primiano’s
passion is fine-art photography. Despite the technical advances of digital
image capture, he’s seen nothing to approach the quality available through
film. Film negatives are also an ideal long-term image archiving solution.
That’s not to say digital can’t play a role. If a gallery owner, for
example, asks to see an image, Primiano will e-mail a low-resolution
scan. This is convenient for him, helpful for the gallery and eliminates
any concern about unauthorized use of the image, since a low-res file
is insufficient for reproduction.
Will that be film or digital? To this photographer, that choice is no
choice at all. He’ll continue to depend on both. (continued on page 10)
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(continued from page 9)

Lessons of a memory-keeper
After losing most of her family photos in Hurricane Katrina, scrapbooker
Rhonda Doucette wants a better way to preserve what matters most.

O

n a recent evening in Houston, Rhonda Doucette
proudly attended her granddaughter’s high
school basketball game. You’d better believe
she took her digital camera, too.

“I probably took 40 pictures during the game,” says
Doucette, who’s been an avid scrapbooker since her
husband passed away in 2002. “I would probably only
put three of those shots in a scrapbook, but I want a
way to keep the other 37.”
As Doucette will tell you, she’s learned the hard way
that pictures can be easy to take, but difficult to keep safe.
Formerly a long-time resident of New Orleans, she lost
most of her family photographs when her house took on
9.5 ft. of water during Hurricane Katrina in August 2005.
Of the 50 CDs she’d previously filled with family
memories, only a few were still usable after the
floodwaters receded.
Doucette has also used online digital photo storage
services. While many are initially free, she’s concerned
about the long-term costs of storing images in the quantity
she’d like to. She also wonders about their capacity and
flexibility for uploading or downloading images.

“If I’d had my pictures in
something like that, I’d still

have them today.”
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Wanted: a better way
In June 2006, Doucette attended the Great American
Scrapbook Convention in Arlington, Texas. There, she
met the team from acmeworks digital film, which is
preparing to launch DIGINEG.
Designed and built for the needs of family
memory-keepers and businesses, DIGINEG uses
high-tech film recorders to transfer digital, CD-ROM and
video material to archival-quality motion picture film.
While images stored on CDs begin to degrade in as little
as five years, film’s chemical and mechanical properties
allow it to last for hundreds of years.
“What interested me was not just the film, but
how you could store it,” says Doucette. With 33 years’
experience in banking, she knows that irreplaceable
documents are best kept in highly secure, environmentcontrolled storage facilities.
“If I’d had my pictures in something like that,” she
says, “I’d still have them today. Right now, I’m looking
for one system that does what I need. I want it to be
safe, easy to retrieve and not too costly.”

acmeworks corporate profile

Preserving the world’s
digital treasures on film

I

n operation since 1999, acmeworks digital film
is a specialized post-production service company
dedicated to digital film recording. From video-tofilm or digital data-to-film, acmeworks combines
industry-standard hardware and software solutions
to flawlessly transfer imagery to archival-quality
motion picture film.
Film for presentation. Some players in animation
have already recognized the long-term value of film
recording and have turned to acmeworks to preserve
their assets for centuries to come. Among them are
Cartoon Network, Warner Bros. Animation, Universal
Cartoon Studio, Stretch Films, Curious Pictures and Walt
Disney TV Animation.
Film for preservation. Much of the world’s scientific
and technological legacy is recorded on paper, archived
in libraries, museums and research institutions. Paper
can last for hundreds of years, but many important
documents are so physically fragile, they are no longer
available to scholars or the general public. Many
institutions are digitizing these irreplaceable assets, but

in time, these digital media will fail. More and more
institutions are recognizing that genuine, perpetual
archiving demands motion picture film. Increasingly,
these institutions are turning to acmeworks.
DIGINEG: Hollywood-quality film archiving for
business and consumers. When you’re running a
business, ensuring the long-term security of key
documents is a fundamental issue. When you’re a
family memory-keeper, you don’t want to risk losing
the precious images you’ve captured over the years.
Since 1999, acmeworks digital film has helped
Hollywood studios preserve their digitally-based
moving image treasures on motion picture film.
Now, this same image-preserving archival technology
is available to businesses and consumers.
Called DIGINEG, this unique service uses high-tech
film recorders to transfer digital, CD-ROM and video
material to archival-quality motion picture film. While
digital media can degrade in as little as a few years,
DIGINEG will safely preserve your images on film for
hundreds of years to come.
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meet the management team

steve hagel president
Steve founded acmeworks digital film, inc. in 1999,
with Cartoon Network as the company’s first major
client. The road to acmeworks began in 1993, when
Steve graduated with a Bachelor of Commerce Degree
from the University of Calgary. For the next five years,
he was Manager of Sales and Marketing for Chromacolour
North America Ltd., a major supplier of equipment and
materials to the animation industry. In 2005, acmeworks
introduced DIGINEG, designed to archive digital imagery,
data and documents on behalf of business and consumers.

bob dingman chief operating officer
Bob has been a key part of the
acmeworks senior management team
since 2002, leading the company’s
operations, management and business
development activities. After earning
a degree in Petroleum Engineering
technology, he spent the next
30 years with oil and gas service
leader Schlumberger. During Bob’s
Schlumberger years, he worked in 13
different countries, lived in nine and
was active in engineering, operations
management, sales and marketing
and business management.

jocelyn goddard general manager
Jocelyn has been part of the acmeworks team since 2000,
when she joined the company as Controller, making the
move to General Manager in 2006. Over the years, she has
gained a wealth of experience in a wide variety of fields,
including the food industry, oil and gas servicing and the
motion picture or entertainment industry. A Certified
Management Accountant, Jocelyn is responsible for
day-to-day management of the company.
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brenda nault marketing communications manager
Brenda joined acmeworks early in 2007, following a 15-year
career as designer and creative director at leading advertising
agencies in Regina, Saskatoon and Calgary, and seven years
in sales and marketing for a national distribution company.
A Visual Communications graduate of Alberta College of Art,
she is developing and implementing a long-range plan to build
and nurture the acmeworks and DIGINEG brands.
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by steve hagel

acmeworks Founder and President Steve Hagel
reflects on why he considers long-term image
preservation a personal commitment.

A

fter my wife Cathy and I got married, we
took a honeymoon, but just as important,
we started a tradition. Walking along a beach,
we decided to take a photo of our feet in the
flawless white sand. It seemed like a perfect way to
freeze that moment in time. To us, it was as significant
an event as when the first footprints of astronauts on
the moon were captured on film.
Over the years, with our kids Emily and Thomas,
these became true family vacations. Whenever we’re on
a beach, we always capture a picture of our feet in the
sand. You can look at these pictures over the years and
see in them the evolution of our family. Needless to say,
these pictures are precious to us.
The more I learned about the issues surrounding
digital storage – discs degrading, hard drives failing,
technology changing – the more I wanted to protect
my family’s memories on motion picture film.

“The more I learned about
the issues surrounding
digital storage – discs
degrading, hard drives failing,
technology changing – the
more I wanted to protect
my family’s memories on
motion picture film.”
It seemed to me that if Cathy and I felt this way about
our family photos, wouldn’t others feel the same way
about what’s important to them? I started acmeworks
to serve the Hollywood studio market. I later started
DIGINEG to help people preserve their precious family
photos, and businesses and institutions preserve
important records and artifacts.
Since then, we’ve worked with Hollywood studios,
professional photographers, librarians and archivists
and family memory-keepers. These groups are very
different, of course, but what they have in common is
a desire to ensure that what they treasure is preserved
for centuries to come.
My family’s photos were captured digitally.
Now archived on motion picture film, our memories
will live forevermore.

Steve Hagel, President
acmeworks digital film inc.
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